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Muhammad 
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Experience 

JAN 2016–DEC 2017 

FITNESS TRAINER • QAYUUM STADIUM FITNESS CENTER 

FEB 2018–JAN 2019 

BOXING COACH • HAYATABAD BOXING ACCADEMY 

I am an Engineering student but fitness is my passion. I have been 
training for more than 6 years and have gained lots of experience. The 
biggest advantage I have over other trainers is that I have been trained 
by Pakistan’s best fitness trainer and icon “SIR SHIRAZ”, who is currently 
the President of the Pakistan’s fitness, bodybuilding and powerlifting 
federation. 
I have trained Army personals, Police officers, Boxers, Powerlifters. One 
of my best skills is analyzing someone’s physique and preparing a diet 
plan for him/her accordingly. I don’t follow the same old diet plans and 
techniques. I make them according to the need. 
Fitness is my passion and I want to carry it out with my education 
because it is something that I am best at doing. 

Education 

Iqra National University , Peshawar kpk  

• I’m currently enrolled in 4th semester of Electrical Engineering and 
my CGPA is 3.24. 

Communication 

Having great communication skill is really important for a fitness 
trainer. Many of the clients that I came across lacked self-confidence 
and motivation. My experience all these years in the fitness taught me 
how to communicate with the clients and how to motivate and 
convince them that they can achieve the physique they wanted for so 
long. 
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Q2 Write a paragraph about a concept you know well about Technical Writing 

Style. Use as many Nominalizations, Employ Parallelism and Passive voice 

combinations as you can. Then rewrite it by eliminating all those constructions. 

Answer ;Original paragraph  

 
The journey of my fitness carrier was started by me in 2014. I was neither too athletic nor too fit according to 

my physique. I was laughed on by many people. But I was always a strong guy in my imagination. It Was 

decided by me on June 2014 that I am going to change everything and i proved everyone wrong by my 6 years 

of blood and sweat. Now I am one of the best powerlifters from Peshawar and its just the start of my journey.  

 

After Using Technical Writing 

 
I started my journey of fitness on June 2014. I was not much athletic by physique. Many people laughed at me. 

But I always imagined myself as a strong guy. On June 24 I decided to change myself. I proved everyone wrong 

by my 6 years of handwork. I am counted as one of the best powerlifters of Peshawar. The journey has just yet 

started 

 

Q 3Analyze a Web Site to determine how it fills the characteristics of Technical 

Writing. 
Answer : I analyzed the website from where I download all my favorite songs. Here I am going to discuss that 
whether this site obeys the characteristics of technical report writing or not. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING: 

1) Clarity: 

It basically means that the things must be defined in a simple way. As, it is easy for a user to 

understand. In this site everything is defined really simple and clear. All the categories, song genres and 

albums are well defined and easy for a user to read and understand. 

 
2) Accuracy: 

By accuracy we mean if we want to write 40000 words, we should not write 400000, or if we want to 

refer to fig 3.1, we should not refer to fig 3.2, because it can cause lots of problems for a user. In the 

website songs.pk everything is mentioned as it is. There are no mistakes in defining the genres. 

Everything is on point. 
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3) Comprehensiveness: 

The site does have the quality of comprehensiveness as the background is well described and there is a 

clear description on how to download any song. It has clearly discriminated songs according to there 

release dates and genre. As, it will be easy for any user to select or find the content they are looking 

for. 

 
4) Accessibility: 

The site also has the quality of accessibility as we are provided with headings, list/table of contents 

from which we can easily select where ever we want to go or whichever song we want to download. 

 
5) Conciseness: 

In this site everything is quite brief, yet including all the important information. For example, when we 

click in a song this site shows us who the singer is, the song is from an album or just a single release, 

size of the song (in megabytes). 

 
6) Correctness: 

 

The site obeys the quality of correctness as there are no spelling and grammatical mistakes and the site 

has a genuine or authentic format. 

 


